Executive Summary

APTUS uses advancements in Technology (a tablet based platform) and Behavioral
Science (vetted by professional scholars). The APTUS Discovery removes the
potential for subjective human biases while remaining objectively consistent in
the measurements of human behavior and learning. We show how one Defines,
Processes and Executes instructions and information across various contextual
environments.
In order to fully maximize a person’s development we must know how one learns
without human interference or biases.
Unlike static tests, surveys, inventories, multiple choice questionnaires, or personal
interviews, APTUS is dynamic and objective. We measure learning in real time, while
learning is actively occurring.
The APTUS Discovery uses tablet technology to administer a 25-35 minute
assessment consisting of ten interactive, hands-on exercises. The APTUS
Discovery Report includes a Fluency Report, a Propensity Report, and a Bottom
Line Up Front (BLUF) Report.
Securely stored in APTUS’ database using Cloud technology, all information is
encrypted and treated confidentially; provided only to those authorized.

What makes APTUS critical to the success of your organization?
Each year, despite experienced and seasoned leadership, management, coaching and teaching,
a substantial percentage of human capital is not fully developed. Much of this is due to a lack of
understanding about how to maximize the way people learn. Let’s face it, the ability to learn quickly
and accurately is the foundation of performance in any context, whether it be in school, at work, or on
the field. With APTUS, mental barriers are unlocked and clear paths of communication and learning are
revealed. We provide a logical, unbiased and unemotional guide towards development.
Successful leaders are managers, coaches, teachers and commanders who know that in order to fully
develop an individual, they must first know how a person most effectively learns. APTUS provides the
critical information that enables leaders to accomplish this task.

With APTUS, individuals are assessed more efficiently (saving time) and without
emotion and human bias; an objective assessment; a competitive edge.
Organizational and team acclimation increases and mastery quickens when
individuals gain a deeper understanding of how they Define, Process and Execute.
Simply put, risk is mitigated and investment is maximized. APTUS provides an
exceptional competitive edge across all organizations.
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